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Folks: FAR more important, IMO, than Miranda is 

presentment. If he sees a judge in 2 days she'll make sure 

he gets a lawyer.
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Randy D. McCracken @nechton

@emptywheel Dunno if it _far_ more important but it sure is HUGELY important.  

#WaitingToSee

Details

19 Apr

Jesselyn Radack @JesselynRadack

Will his med condition prevent this? MT @emptywheel ...If he sees a judge in 2 

days [presentment], she'll make sure he gets a lawyer.

Details

19 Apr

emptywheel @emptywheel

@JesselynRadack No. It didn't w/Abdulmutallab, and that's the precedent DOJ 

keeps citing.

Details
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emptywheel @emptywheel

@scottcarson1957 Sure. But in practice in recent years presentment has allowed 

2 weeks or far longer interrogation. non-Miranda has not.
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save something @savesomething

@emptywheel His father coming He also have family Hope they will help him for a 

due process
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emptywheel @emptywheel

@scottcarson1957 Miranda exception is supposed (& prolly does) have time limit. 

Not clear presentment does.
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@scottcarson1957 Sure. But thus far there are crazy long presentment 

exceptions. Only SDNY PD has complained AFAIK.

Details

emptywheel @emptywheel

@scottcarson1957 It OUGHT to be a big red flag for judges. But I've seen lots of 

soft coercion that was rubber stamped by judges.
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bmaz @bmaz

RT @emptywheel Folks: FAR more important, IMO, than Miranda is presentment. 

If he sees a judge in 2 days she'll make sure he gets a lawyer.
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